
In the name of God 

I don’t want be an empire, that’s not my business, we don’t want role or count anyone.  

We should like to help everyone if possible. We all one help to the other. That’s where human begins 

and we like that.  

We want to live by each other by happiness, not by each other’s misery.  

We don’t want hate despair one another. This world has room for everyone and good is reached and 

can provide for everyone. Way of life can be free and beautiful for everyone but some people lost 

the way.  

Greed has poisoned man’s souls, has blocked the world with disgust. Machine has given abundance, 

our knowledge has made the cynical. Our clever has hurt mankind. More than machinery we need 

the humanity. More than cleverness we need kindness and gentleness. Without those life would be 

meaningless and everything was lost.  

We need kindness for brotherhood universe.  

Million desperate men, women and children are the victims of the system that torture them. And to 

the people in the prison we say to all of them: do not be disappointed.  

The hate of men will be past and dictator’s be died. Till so long has man died.  

Liberty will never freedom isn’t gone. People don’t fight for slavery, fight for liberty.  

Written in Luke’s Bible: Kingdom of God is inside of human. It is mean: not on men, not group of 

men, it is for all human.  

This in the name of democracy (freedom) to make this life free and beautiful, to make this life 

wonderful adventure, let us all unite. To make this life get the future for younger people and softly 

for older people.  

They tried to bury us, but they didn’t know we were seed.  

The human can live without eating more than weeks.  

Human can live without drinking more than days.  

Human can live without breath more than seconds but can’t live without hope each moment. 

Liberation Day of happy Netherlands. God bless you! 

 

Hooman (human) Karime  
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